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FARMER TICE’S VOCABULARY PRACTICE BK.4.6
1} payment or compensation for something lost or damaged; to make good again. The pink pussycat hatted

Nutria wanted Judge Krudd to pay Farmer Tice ___________________with an apology!
2} pertaining to the mind; rational thought; thought over feelings; a thinker. The aliens turned Farmer Tice

into an ____________________, and he set off to conquer the world of thought.
3} in the area; nearby. When the aliens landed, Farmer Tice didn’t think they lived in the _____________.
4} doing things quickly & accurately. Once Farmer Tice became brainy, he managed to get things done

around the farm in an __________________ manner.
5} vocabulary of a person, language, or branch of knowledge. Hillbilly talk has a ________________ that’s

often downright funny, such as “I don’t cotton ta them highfalutin words you keep on a-usin’.”
6} to shake or tremble; a bag or compartment to carry arrows. Whenever Honeybunch becomes as mad as a

hornet, Farmer Tice starts to ______________________ all over.
7} one who devotes his/her life to deep thought. Farmer Tice walked around wearing a toga & mortarboard

talking about metaphysics & epistemology as though he were an ancient Greek _________________.
8} one of them equals 1,000 years. Jesus lived two _______________________ ago.
9} newspapers filled with gossip. Farmer Tice’s farm became the hottest topic for all of the ______________.
10} liberal Harvard professor, famous during the 1960s for getting kids to take LSD. The Nutria sent Farmer

Tice on a mission to preach to the youngsters about rebelling like _______________________ used to do.
11} outer boundary; outskirts; side view. When Farmer Tice was riding through Bum Park on the sedan chair,

he caught a _________________ view of his wife charging towards him & yelled, “Hey fellers, step on it!”
12} talked under one’s breath; mumble in a low, indistinguishable tone. When Farmer Tice’s wife scolded him

mircilessly, he ____________________ back, “Sorry about that. I didn’t mean to do it.”
13} making you lose confidence, enthusiasm, & hope. What Honeybunch told the young mob was

_________________ but they refused to disperse. Then came the man with the yellow hair gone rogue.
14} questioning; being asked a series of questions. The aliens put Farmer Tice through an _______________

in order to find out more about him, but most of his answers didn’t make a bit of sense to them.
15} To speak out loudly or excitedly; blurt out. When the aliens told Farmer Tice they couldn’t take him back

home with them, Farmer Tice _________________, you can’t do this to me!!!”
16} poor; destitute; impoverished; flat broke; homeless. Most of the poor in Hokum were ______________

not because they couldn’t find work. They didn’t have jobs, because they didn’t want to work.
17} standing out as being important; significant; noticeable. Mayor Krotch was quite ______________

among all of the important people in Hokum.
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18} a lot; quite a bit. When Farmer Tice looked at his apple orchard after the aliens treated them, he discov-

ered that each tree bore a ____________________ amount of fruit.
19} completely ridiculous. If you were to tell Honeybunch that Farmer Tice became the smartest man in the

world, she would think that to be ___________________.
20} difficult area of philosophy to understand; over or beyond the physical world; spiritual; mind vs. matter.

Farmer Tice studied ____________________ to determine if life is real or just an idea.
21} something that serves a specific function; the quality of being easily performed. If you needed to relieve

yourself at Farmer Tice’s house, you’d be told to use the outhouse _______________ out back.
22} a Greek or Roman style robe. Farmer Tice walked around Hokum wearing a _______________.
23} showing anger at someone who is mean or unjust. When the aliens finally got around to telling Farmer

Tice that they weren’t going to take him with them, he was _________________ with anger.
24} pompous; pretentious; arrogant; egotistical; a show-off. Farmer Tice didn’t mind Ziggy, but Ziggy’s

partner, Chloé, seemed to be a show-off “usin’ them ________________ words.”

25} an idea, theory, or an assumption about something based on evidence. The aliens tested their

_________________ after making Farmer Tice a genius & then watching all the chaos that followed.
26} a ruler or monarch. Chloé was baffled by Farmer Tice’s simplicity & assumed there were many

others just like him. His term for “smart leader” was “intellectual __________________”.
27} to grab, take, or hold onto someone or something; take advantage of. When the Nutria saw the

trampled down crops rejuvenated, the wanted to __________________ yet another opportunity.
28} a person with divine knowledge; wise person; person the gods speak through. Farmer Tice became

so brainy that he became known as The ____________ at Hokum.
29} bad situation with bad choices; reckless despair; hopelessness. Time was quickly running out, &

the aliens became very _______________ to leave.
30} having a very bad odor; stinking. Farmer Tice had a terrible gas attack while inside the trans-

porter chamber, which was quite a ___________________ experience the aliens never had before.

demoralizing, desperate, efficient, exclaimed, facility, highfalutin, hypothesis,
indignant, indigent, intellectual, interrogation, lexicon, malodorous, metaphysics,
millenniums, muttered, oracle, peripheral, philosopher, potentate, preposterous,
prominent, restitution, quiver, seize, substantial, tabloids,
Timothy Leary, toga, vicinity
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1} payment or compensation for something lost or damaged; to make good again. The pink pussycat hatted

Nutria wanted Judge Krudd to pay Farmer Tice restitution with an apology!
2} pertaining to the mind; rational thought; thought over feelings; a thinker. The aliens turned Farmer Tice

into an intellectual, and he set off to conquer the world of thought.
3} in the area; nearby. When the aliens landed, Farmer Tice didn’t think they lived in the vicinity.
4} doing things quickly & accurately. Once Farmer Tice became brainy, he managed to get things done

around the farm in an efficient manner.
5} vocabulary of a person, language, or branch of knowledge. Hillbilly talk has a lexicon that’s often

downright funny, such as “I don’t cotton ta them highfalutin words you keep on a-usin’.”
6} to shake or tremble; a bag or compartment to carry arrows. Whenever Honeybunch becomes as mad as a

hornet, Farmer Tice starts to quiver all over.
7} one who devotes his/her life to deep thought. Farmer Tice walked around wearing a toga & mortarboard

talking about metaphysics & epistemology as though he were an ancient Greek philosopher.
8} one of them equals 1,000 years. Jesus lived two millenniums ago.
9} newspapers filled with gossip. Farmer Tice’s farm became the hottest topic for all of the tabloids.
10} liberal Harvard professor, famous during the 1960s for getting kids to take LSD. The Nutria sent Farmer

Tice on a mission to preach to the youngsters about rebelling like Timothy Leary used to do.
11} outer boundary; outskirts; side view. When Farmer Tice was riding through Bum Park on the sedan chair,

he caught a peripheral view of his wife charging towards him & yelled, “Hey fellers, step on it!”
12} talked under one’s breath; mumble in a low, indistinguishable tone. When Farmer Tice’s wife scolded him

mircilessly, he muttered back, “Sorry about that. I didn’t mean to do it.”
13} making you lose confidence, enthusiasm, & hope. What Honeybunch told the young mob was

demoralizing but they refused to disperse. Then came the man with the yellow hair gone rogue.
14} questioning; being asked a series of questions. The aliens put Farmer Tice through an interrogation in

order to find out more about him, but most of his answers didn’t make a bit of sense to them.
15} To speak out loudly or excitedly; blurt out. When the aliens told Farmer Tice they couldn’t take him back

home with them, Farmer Tice exclaimed, you can’t do this to me!!!”
16} poor; destitute; impoverished; flat broke; homeless. Most of the poor in Hokum were indigent not because

they couldn’t find work. They didn’t have jobs, because they didn’t want to work.
17} standing out as being important; significant; noticeable. Mayor Krotch was quite prominent among all of

the important people in Hokum.
18} a lot; quite a bit. When Farmer Tice looked at his apple orchard after the aliens treated them, he discov-

ered that each tree bore a substantial amount of fruit.
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19} completely ridiculous. If you were to tell Honeybunch that Farmer Tice became the smartest man in the

world, she would think that to be preposterous.
20} difficult area of philosophy to understand; over or beyond the physical world; spiritual; mind vs. matter.

Farmer Tice studied metaphysics to determine if life is real or just an idea.
21} something that serves a specific function; the quality of being easily performed. If you needed to relieve

yourself at Farmer Tice’s house, you’d be told to use the outhouse facility out back.
22} a Greek or Roman style robe. Farmer Tice walked around Hokum wearing a toga.
23} showing anger at someone who is mean or unjust. When the aliens finally got around to telling Farmer

Tice that they weren’t going to take him with them, he was indignant with anger.
24} pompous; pretentious; arrogant; egotistical; a show-off. Farmer Tice didn’t mind Ziggy, but Ziggy’s

partner, Chloé, seemed to be a show-off “usin’ them highfalutin words.”

25} an idea, theory, or an assumption about something based on evidence. The aliens tested their

hypothesis after making Farmer Tice a genius & then watching all the chaos that followed.
26} a ruler or monarch. Chloé was baffled by Farmer Tice’s simplicity & assumed there were many

others just like him. His term for “smart leader” was “intellectual potentate”.
27} to grab, take, or hold onto someone or something; take advantage of. When the Nutria saw the

trampled down crops rejuvenated, the wanted to seize yet another opportunity.
28} a person with divine knowledge; wise person; person the gods speak through. Farmer Tice became

so brainy that he became known as The oracle at Hokum.
29} bad situation with bad choices; reckless despair; hopelessness. Time was quickly running out, &

the aliens became very desperate to leave.
30} having a very bad odor; stinking. Farmer Tice had a terrible gas attack while inside the trans-

porter chamber, which was quite a malodorous experience the aliens never had before.

Riding the sedan chair
Farmer Tice becomes
the intellectual potentate
of the Indigent Lives Matters
movement. Sit Down, Don’t Work!
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